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  1. Captain Good

 2. Bolt

 3. Vicky Valentine

 4. The Crystal Kid

 5. Al Valentine

 6. Dominus

 7. Absolute Zero

 8. Whoosh

 9. Plus One

 10. Clock

 1 1. Grub

 12. Thrush

 13. Orion

 14. Dodge Boy

 15. Photon Man

 16. Nightingale

 17.  Mr Future-the-the man-
who-can-see-the-future

 18. Vixen

 19. John

 20. June

 21. Thunderhead

 22. Conundrum

 23/24. Henchmen
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WELCOME...
...from the company manager

Hi! And welcome to Purple’s production 
of Super:  A musical comedy about the 
Superhuman condition.  Whether this is 
your fi rst Purple show or you’re returning 
for yet another Purple experience I’d 
like to personally thank you. It’s you, our 
audience that we do this for.

You are the most important supporters of 
our company, and that’s why I’m thanking 
you, for supporting us as we continue to 
strive to provide excellent, innovative and 
entertaining theatre to our community, 
and opportunities for our community to 
join in with what we do.  I’m especially 
proud to be writing in this programme, 
as this show has been written by three 
of our members, born of a discussion 
backstage in a show a few years ago, and 
brought to the stage by the talent and 
energies of the group as a whole. 

As company manager I am trying to 
build our connections with our local 
community, as well as growing both 
our audience and membership by 
encouraging the company to produce 
theatre from within our ranks, as well as 
developing our members. 

We have an amazing array of creative 
and performing talent, and we are always 
looking for new members to join. So if 
you feel you have a burgeoning talent 
for work, backstage, on stage, front of 
house, production – please feel free to 
get in touch with me for a chat, whether 
you are looking for a new experience, or 
looking for something a long time gone.

So once again, thank you for supporting 
us, and I hope you enjoy the Show!

Bas Dickson Leach
      Company Manager

bas.dicksonleach@purpletheatre.org.uk
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A WORD...
...from the writer/directors

Well, carrying on from my earlier words 
– I’m proud of this show as it showcases 
not only the performance talents of the 
group, but also the writing talents of three 
members; and I’m one of them.  Phil 
talked to me sitting in this theatre, in the 
foyer waiting for us to make an entrance 
in the middle of a show. His enthusiasm 
and originality really inspired me, and I 
immediately volunteered to help him 
bring his idea to the stage.  We worked 
hard over several years to put the script 
together, enlisting Toby along the way to 
put the songs into the show. Some of the 
scenes and songs were easy, some were 
hard, but the show we’ve put on stage we 
are all very rightly proud of.

We’ve also directed the show, and I can 
honestly say that this is the most talented 
cast I’ve ever worked with.  It has been a 
pleasure to see the amazing things they 
can do with our script, and I hope that 
you enjoy seeing them perform as much 
as I know you will. 

We have had an amazing group 
supporting us in putting this on.  I’d 
especially like to thank Herman for 
his creative lighting ideas and can-do 
attitude, rising to every bizarre twist in 
the script with relish, and going above 
and beyond with us.  I’d also like to thank 
Tim and Chrisa for heading up the crew, 
Toby for the music, all the people who 
helped build our amazing set, Judith for 
her amazing costumes and Frankie for 
publicising the show with an energy and 
dedication I have never seen before, and 
Claire for keeping us all on track during 
the production. 

My fi nal thanks go to Phil, for the original 
idea for the show, for his incredible 
designs and artwork, his dedication to the 
show and his tireless pursuit of perfection.

(I’m not going to thank you again, you got 
one in my Company Manager bit!)

Bas Dickson Leach
Writer and Director

Super:  A musical comedy about 
the Superhuman Condition
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A WORD...
...from the writer/directors

It can be surprising what happens when 
you casually mention the idea of writing a 
musical comedy examining what it means 
to be a classic, colourful, clichéd and true 
comic book superhero to someone like 
Bas. It becomes a reality.  I would like to 
thank him for his dedication as well has 
his boundless drive and perseverance, 
without which this show may very well 
have remained nothing more than an idea. 

I would also like to thank Toby, the show’s 
resident musician, for turning what we 
wrote into real music.  I’m always more 
than pleasantly surprised at how well this 
show has turned out.

From a very early age I have had a 
passion for comic books. All sorts really, 
but primarily American superhero comic 
books.  This passion can be, in no small 
measure, attributed to my older brother, 
Martin, who originally got me interested 
in these graphic stories when he himself 
used to collect them.

During my childhood, I would draw my 
own superheroes, often making up long 
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and elaborate back stories for them.  A 
couple of these characters have been, 
after all these years, brought to life in this 
very show.

Now Super is a reality.  We have actors 
playing parts only previously on paper and 
inside mine and Bas’ heads, and the whole 
thing has become very real. To be frank, 
it’s actually quite exciting.

It has grown so much since we wrote it, 
so I’d also like to thank the cast, crew and 
production team for taking this idea and, 
with their talent, originality, and energy,  
turning it into something we can all be 
proud of.

I would like to dedicate his involvement 
in this show to one of my two cats, 
Spider who sadly passed away during 
the production run, as well as to my big 
brother, Martin, without whom none of 
this would have been possible in the fi rst 
place. 

Phil Burton
Writer and Director

Super:  A musical comedy about 
the Superhuman Condition
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A WORD...
...from the composer/musical director

Hello, everyone.  Allow me to give 
you a little potted history.  Phil and Bas 
approached me about Super about 
eighteen months ago, maybe even further 
back, but it was this time last year when 
it was decided that we really wanted to 
stage this show the following year. 

The script was already fi nished, so it was 
down to me to start composing like fury.  
Phil already had a few tune ideas fl oating 
around in that brain of his, including the 
initial melody of the opening number and 
the song in the Irish Cowboy bar (you’ll 
know it when you get there), all I had to 
do now was come up with the rest and 
orchestrate it all.

We all met each week and threw around 
lyric ideas, and the boys were kind 
enough to let me pen the lyrics for a few 
of the songs myself, so all three of us have 
had our own unique input lyrically.

The cast have been so much fun to work 
with.  As you can imagine, a show like this 
evolves with input from their talent and 
ideas.  This is a hat-trick for me, my third 
musical since 80 Days in 2003.  Five years 
on and I’m still writing scores at the last 
second, I never learn. 

Thanks to everyone involved, and indeed 
Phil and Bas for their patience and faith 
that I’d get it all done.  It’s been a lot of 
fun writing this show, I’m looking forward 
to scoring the next one!

Toby Vennard
Composer and Musical Director
Super:  A musical comedy about

the Superhuman Condition
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SCENES AND SONGS
act one act two
Scene 1: Exterior

Song:  Super
  Captain Good, Thunderhead and 

superheroes

Scene 2: Dominus’ Lair

Songs: Villain Plans
 Dominus & Henchmen

 No Hero
 Bolt

Scene 3: Bolt’s Apartment

Song: Captain Good’s Lament
 Captain Good

Scene 4:  Dominus’ Lair

Song: Hench
 Henchmen

Song: He’s Our Man
 Henchmen

Scene 5:  The Zero 6 Headquarters

Scene 6: O’Flannagan’s Bar

Song: The Golden Age
 Chris, Degenerate and Cowboys

Scene 7:  Alleyway

Song: Who does he think he is?
 Vicky
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Scene 1: Dungeon

Song: Who Did I Think I Was?
 Vicky

Scene 2: Bolt’s Apartment

Song: The Hero I Could Be
 Al, Bolt

Scene 3: The Zero 6 Headquarters

Song: Oh My!
  Absolute Zero, Grub, Plus One, Clock 

and Whoosh

Scene 4: Dominus’ Lair

Song: It’s Great to be the Villain
 Dominus

Song: Thrush’s Lament
 Thrush and Henchmen

Scene 5: Mount Rushmore

Scene 6: Conundrum’s Lair

Song: Blueberry Pumpwhistle
 Conundrum and Henchmen

Scene 7: Dominus’ Lair

Song: The Hero
 Bolt

Song: Super Finale
 All Cast

Plus One's name came 

about by accident
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY
hillingdon young carers project

There are over 51,000 children and 
young people in Britain today who 
regularly assume the work, worry and 
responsibilities of caring for a parent or 
relative who is ill, disabled or has a drug 
or alcohol misuse problem.

Hillingdon Carers began the Young 
Carers Project in 2001, we currently 
have over 200 young people registered 
with the Project and we aim to provide 
fun activities, someone to talk to, a 
chance to meet other young people in 
similar situations and support for the 
whole family.We also endeavour to raise 
awareness of the situation of Young 
Carers with other professionals, schools 
and the general public.
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The Young Carers Project welcomes 
young people between 5yrs to 18yrs 
from all backgrounds and with different 
caring responsibilities ranging from a 
parent in a wheelchair ; to a parent with 
depression; to a sibling with autism.

All of the services Hillingdon Carers 
provides are free of charge and 
conversations are confi dential. 

Please telephone 01895 811206 for 

more information.

Address:  126 High Street
Uxbridge
UB8 1JT

Hillingdon Young Carers Project is a 
Mayoral charity for 2008/2009.
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Ruth Bateman aka Teenager two
After being abducted by several of the cast, Ruth has 

found the experience of Purple is making her younger 

and younger, to the point she is now a teenager.

Matthew Burrell aka Henchman
Matt burrell has little acting experience apart from 

his role as Colonel Gardinier in Dick Barton and the 

Tango of Terror. He has enjoyed working with Purple 

and admires their ability to throw a good party.

Craig Cameron-Fisher aka Absolute Zero
Craig dedicates his performance as the ultra-cool 

Absolute Zero to the memory of the late great Isaac 

Hayes. who sadly died during the rehearsal-run for 

this show. It's all about the soul, baby.

Tom Brand aka Henchman one, Bob
"We're doing a musical." they said. "There's a 

barbershop number, and we need you to reprise your 

place in it."  "When do I start." says Tom. So that's 

three out of three. We can't do these without him.

Phil Burton aka Orion
Phil is still confused as to how, when he designed the 

superhero costumes including his own,  he has ended up 

wearing the dreaded Spandex. Orion is a little bit of Phil's 

childhood; as a child, he used to pretend to be him. 

Dana Carpano aka Vicky Valentine
Dana fitted into the Purple way of life instantly and is 

excited that she gets tied up in her first show.

...the cast
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Peter Cronogue aka Teenager one, Police Officer, Photon 
Man
Peter is thrilled to be back at Purple and now has 

a genuine excuse for wearing Spandex on a Friday/

Saturday night.

Bas Dickson Leach aka Dodge Boy, Henchman
Yep, I'm in it too. I've said all I need to by now, 

so I hope you enjoy the show, and if you spot me 

afterwards, tell me how good it was, and buy me a 

pint!

Mandy Gasson aka Al Valentine, Superhero
Mandy is back in her twelfth production with Purple 

and is having a blast playing a hyperactive teenager 

with stalker tendencies and a superhero complex. At 

least she doesn't have to wear Spandex!

Nick Davies aka Chris/The Crystal Kid
For Nick's third Purple production the directors leant 

on Nick's many years of experience... by making him play 

an old guy. After the show you can find him in the bar 

nursing his Horlicks.

Amanda Franklin aka Thrush
Amanda is happy to get Thrush for this performance. 

This is her second Purple show - previously playing 

Tobias in Sweeney Todd - but her first show involving 

spandex! From boy's clothing to cat suit... What next?

Stoo Gill aka Thunderhead, Degenerate, John, Henchman two
So keen to be in this show, Stoo got into training and 

has shed six stone so he could wear the Spandex 

costume. Playing four parts in this show, Stoo is ever 

alert to the call for action!

Bolt's 

alter ego was named after writer/

director Phil Burton's brother Martin 

who got Phil into comic books in the 

first place
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Claire Green aka Whoosh
Claire has become aware of an underhanded plot 

from Purple to get her into increasingly skimpy and 

scary outfits. Firstly a school uniform, and now 

Spandex. Help!. What's next?

Claire Lewis aka June, Henchman three, Nightingale
Claire has no idea how she has managed to combine 

the roles of production manager, cast and general 

dogsbody to the directors without turning evil again. 

But then, the show's not yet over...

Michael Masters aka Henchman, Cowboy
This is Michael's third outing with purple. He says that, 

"You don't have to be mad to be a henchman, but have 

you seen his boss?"

Frankie Grillo aka Plus One
From a chair to a human being to a baseball bat, 

Frankie decided she didn't want to  be just one thing 

in this play. She's gone from down-to-earth straight 

to out of this world! Enjoy.

Alistair Mackey aka Captain Good
Alistair is back with Purple after a two year break; 

Lured back by Spandex and chains. His return is the 

most anticipated performance at the Compass for 

nearly a week.

Rez Mossavat aka Dominus
Rez is convinced that perhaps he's been typacast as 

Dominus. Having been taken away from the European 

front, rez denied then that he was an evil mastermind, 

saying, "I'm actually quite nice!"

MEANWHILE...
...the cast
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Jodie Portugal aka Old Woman, Henchman, Cowboy
Jodie portugal is the alter-ego of Purple Girl, a 

superhero whose powers include singing, acting and 

creating Pepsi Max from thin air (Jodie would appreciate 

everyone keeping her secret identity secret).

Andi Tucker aka Bolt/Martin
'Evil' Andi Tucker quit his successful career as Emperor 

of the Universe to join Purple as they offered him better 

dental, free wenches and solid gold guitar strings, along 

with increasing the company's GQ (Ginger Quotient).

Melissa Walker aka Grub, Witness
Mel is excited to be treading the boards again, 

although she feels somewhat typecast. But she is 

equally glad that she has managed to escape wearing 

all Spandex!

Judith Thei aka Clock
Judith can't think of anything to say right now, 

but being three seconds ahead of everyone else has 

its advantages.

Martin Veale aka Conundrum, Henchman four
Martin is still here. He is one of the few original Purple 

people about and comes up for the odd show (and this 

one is very odd). Playing many roles with a mad song 

dotted in just to make him sweat. Love it. Hi mum.

Tim Williams aka Barman, 
Mr Future-the-man-who-can-see-the-future

His third Purple show, Tim is thrilled to be on stage with 

Purple again with two nice cameos, allowing him the time to 

stage manage (yes he really is a glutton for punishment). 

Orion, The 

character Phil plays in the show, 

isn't a new one. He was a character Phil 

made up when he was a child 
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                                                     Absolute Zero       Plus One                                   Grub (and “Ant Boy”)   
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MEANWHILE...
...the crew

Having started out studying drama and 
the technical side of theatre it seems 
quite natural to be on this side of the 
curtain. I have been doing dramatics now 
for nine years and there are always new 
challenges to face and different things to 
do.  That’s why I love it!

This production has been a lot of fun to 
be involved in and I have had a terrifi c 
amount of support from the Production 
Team themselves to my fellow Men and 
Women in Black. I would especially like to 
thank Chrisa, my Assistant Stage Manager, 
for getting me organised (not always my 
strong suit), Herman for fi lling the gaps in 
my technical knowledge, when needed, 
Greg and Mandy for being among the few 
that turned up regularly for set building 
and the crew members who offered help 
and advice to the new kid.  Thanks!

Tim Williams
Stage Manager

Super:  A musical comedy about
the Superhuman Condition

Stage Manager ............................ Tim Williams

Assistant Stage Manager ......................................
............................................ Chrisa Constantinou

Lighting designer .................. Matt Loughman

Lighting operator ..................... Andy Sonden

Sound operator ............................... Greg Mills

Follow spot ........................... Dominic Parford

Crew support .......... Henchmen ‘R’ Us Ltd

Special Thanks to Jeremy Poulter, Nicola 

Crossley, Alan Sermons, Rebecca 

Kerridge Poulter and Aneka Rai.
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From 

initial concept to now, 

the show has taken over 

three years to write 

and produce

Thrush
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MEANWHILE...
... the cast list ... the musicians
Teenager One ..................... Peter Cronogue

Teenager Two ........................... Ruth Bateman

Thunderhead ........................................ Stoo Gill

Captain Good ........................ Alistair Mackey

Criminal ................................... Peter Cronogue

Little old lady ............................. Jodie Portugal

Dominus ....................................... Rez Mossavat

Thrush .................................... Amanda Franklin

Bolt/Martin ...................................... Andi Tucker

Vicky Valentine ........................ Dana Carpano

Al Valentine ............................... Mandy Gasson

Henchman One ............................. Tom Brand

Henchman Two ................................... Stoo Gill

Henchman Three ........................ Claire Lewis

Henchman Four .......................... Martin Veale

The Zero 6
Absolute Zero ...... Craig Cameron-Fisher

Grub ............................................ Melissa Walker

Whoosh ......................................... Claire Green

Plus One ...................................... Frankie Grillo

Clock ..................................................... Judith Thei

Bartender ...................................... Tim Williams

Chris ................................................... Nick Davies

Degenerate ........................................... Stoo Gill

Bob ........................................................ Tom Brand

Witness ...................................... Melissa Walker 

Police offi cer ......................... Peter Cronogue

John ............................................................ Stoo Gill

June .................................................... Claire Lewis

Conundrum ................................... Martin Veale

The Protectorate
Orion ................................................... Phil Burton

Photon Man .......................... Peter Cronogue

Dodge Boy ...................... Bas Dickson Leach

Nightingale ..................................... Claire Lewis

Mr Future-the-man-who-can-see-the
future ............................................... Tim Williams

Piano/Keyboards ....................... Toby Vennard

Flute/Piccolo .......................... Kim Westbrook

Oboe ................................................... Alice Perry

Saxophone ................................ Natalie Dewar

Horns ............................................................................... 

Trumpets ........................................ Terry Hissey

.......................................................... Duncan Fraser

Trombones .......................................... Sue Bogle

Drums/Percussion ..................... Matt George 

Percussion .............................. Juliette McAlroy

Bass ........................................... Dan O’Donovan

Violin 1 .......................................... Jonathan Silver

............................................................. Helen Collier

Violin 2 ......................................... Eugene Chang 

........................................................... Fiona McEwan

Violas ................................................................................ 

Acoustic & Electric Guitar ..... Tom Gamble
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Dominus
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man-who-can-
see-the-future
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MEANWHILE...
... the production team

This is the fi rst Purple show that Claire 
has produced and it’s been a truly 
fascinating experience!  For any show, 
there’s always a lot of excitement as 
it takes shape, but for shows which 
are homegrown there is always that 
additional joy from helping your friends 
to develop something that they have 
worked so hard on.

In particular, because this is a new and 
previously unknown show, the publicity 
has been taken to whole new heights: 
“sing-a-bouts” in local shopping centres, 
and radio interviews for our authors. 
Some of you reading this may be here 
tonight as a result of the new steps 
we’ve been taking to bring Super to the 
community.

We’ve had the most wonderful time 
shouting about this show, and we hope 
that you enjoy watching it as much as 
we’ve enjoyed being a part of it.

Claire Lewis
Production Manager

Super:  A musical comedy about
the Superhuman Condition

Production Manager ................. Claire Lewis

Directors ........................................... Phil Burton

................................................. Bas Dickson Leach

Musical Director ....................... Toby Vennard

Costumes ............................................ Judith Thei

Properties ....................... Emma Pescott-Frost

Publicity .......................................... Frankie Grillo

Illustrations and graphic design ........................

.................................................................. Phil Burton

Thunderhead

Phil 

originally spoke to Bas 

about the idea for this show 

during a rehearsal of the 

Purple production of 'Allo 

'Allo! in June 2005
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A PURPLE HISTORY
1997 – 2008
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Terry Pratchett’s

Mort

March 1997

 Whose University is 

it Anyway?

September 1997

Murdered 

to Death

October 1997

Where There’s a 

Will, There’s a Way...

November 1997

Swimming 

with Dolphins

November 1997

Terry Pratchett’s

Men at Arms

March 1998

Terry Pratchett’s 

Wyrd Sisters

May 2007

Blithe Spirit

October 2007
 Daisy Pulls it Off

May 2008
 Purple Pieces

June 2008
The Dark Side of 

Theatre/The Trial of 

Philip Merryfi eld

June 2008

‘Allo! ‘Allo!

June 2005
Something Wicked

November 2005
Purple Showcase

March 2006
An Inspector Calls

June 2006
Sweeney Todd the 

Demon Barber of 

Fleet Street

November 2006

The Eight: Reindeer 

Monologues

December 2006

 Stags and Hens

December 2001
Much Ado About 

Shakespeare

May 2002

Terry Pratchett’s

Lords and Ladies

November 2002

Terry Pratchett’s

Interesting Times

April 2003

Eighty Days 

the Musical

November 2003

A Slice of

Saturday Night

November 2004

Terry Pratchett’s

Maskerade

April 1999

Wanted - 

One Body!

October 1999

Bugsy Malone

April 2000
Don’t Dress 

for Dinner

September 2000

Terry Pratchett’s

Carpe Jugulum

December 2000

I Love You, 

You’re Perfect, 

Now Change

May 2001
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 In February 1997 Simon Austin, Angela 
Barker, Mike Gibson and Brett Alderton 
formed a working group to start a theatre 
company a large number of people had 
been thinking about doing for a long time.

They decided that Terry Pratchett’s 
recently adapted book Mort was the right 
show to start with.  The vast majority of 
the company at that stage came from 
within Brunel University and we were 
based in the odd looking Howell Theatre 
on the University campus.

Four weeks of frantic building and 
rehearsing went by and on 17th March 
1997 we opened to a packed audience.  It 
was a really enjoyable show and helped 
us to develop our ethos in how and what 
we did.  Our desire was to run a company 
to bring high quality theatre to the local 
community and have fun doing so.  And 
to lose the painfully precious attitude of 
some theatre companies – we would run 
without tantrums and ‘hissy-fi ts’!

Well, it’s been a long time since then and 
whilst we may have had the odd hissy 
fi t and tantrum along the way we have 
pretty much kept to our initial desire.

Highlights have included a lobbying 
campaign that allowed us to become the 
fi rst amateur company to perform I Love 
You, You’re Perfect, Now Change.

A hugely fun version of Bugsy Malone 
with a massive adult cast that played to 
packed auditoriums every night.

We facilitated the premieres of a number 
of shows - most notably by Burnett and 
Vennard including the comedy Eighty 
Days the Musical and the fantastic 
Something Wicked.

As time does, we have evolved: our 
musical talents have been tested, 
challenged and improved, our sets, props 
and stage management has soared, 
and our actors developed, pushed and 
(hopefully) inspired.

Then as now we have a number of big 
challenges – reducing theatre audiences 
make it harder to fi nancially support 
ourselves, trying to make sure we attract 
talented people to join the group in all 
our activities and the biggest challenge: 
to produce high quality theatre that you 
actually want to see!

And now we are once again putting on 
new theatre with Super, another world 
premiere of a home-grown show.

If you have seen one of our shows before 
then thank you for your support - it really 
means a lot to us and we are always keen 
to hear your feedback on our shows and 
what you would like to see us doing.  If 
this is your fi rst time then welcome, thank 
you for coming along – I hope we meet 
your expectations!

Hopefully we can keep on impressing you!

ili d h i f b

The character of Al was 

originally a boy in the first 

draft of the script
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 We would like to thank (in no particular 
order) the following for their help with 
this production:

Martin Zouch and the staff and 
volunteers from the Compass Theatre; 
2nd Uxbridge Scout Group for the use 
of rehearsal space; Uxbridge Central 

Library and all the libraries, shops and 
surgeries that allowed us poster space; 
Sandra Bruce-Gordon of Hillingdon Arts 
Council; Qin’s Chinese restaurant for 
their hospitality at our traditional Friday 
night meal; Hillingdon Arts Association 
for their continued support; Dave for 
the throne, Sharon Ben Hur for the 
muscle suit; everyone who helped on 
front of house; Stan Lee, Marvel Comics 

Inc and DC Comics for their continued 
inspiration.

All the cast, crew, production team and 
others who have made this show, and 
everything surrounding it, possible.

Everyone who has helped out, given or 
lent props.

In addition, our gratitude extends to 
everyone who has helped, but somehow 
not made it into print...

 Thanks to all those of you who have 

come to see this and our other shows, 

and have supported us over the years.

 Buying graphic novels online?

Then shop with Purple!
If you ever buy from Amazon.co.uk, 
101cd.com or AdvancedMP3Players.co.uk 
and you go to their websites via ours you 
could help fund our next show. 

All you need to do is visit www.
purpletheatre.org.uk and click the Shop 
with Purple! link in the bottom left hand 
corner.  All the information you need is 
there. It won’t cost you a penny, but could 
help us generate much needed funds.

www.purpletheatre.org.uk

The Crystal Kid

Captain 

Good's alter ego is 

Graham Goode
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 If you would like to contact the Purple 
Theatre Company for any reason – 
whether to provide comment or criticism, 
enquire about future productions or even 
membership – then please do.  We are 
always on the look out for new members, 
so if you would like to get involved 
please contact us by any of the variety of 
methods listed below.

Or fi ll out a form at the Front of House 
desk to be added to our mailing list.

The Purple Theatre Company
120 Clifton Road
Wokingham
Berkshire
RG41 1NF

 t:  07050 605081

 f: 07050 605082

 e: purplepals@purpletheatre.org.uk

  www.purpletheatre.org.uk

 Affi liated to the National Operatic 
and Dramatic Association

 See you next time!

 Company Manager

Bas Dickson Leach

Artistic Director

Toby Vennard

Communications Manager

Alastair French

Company Secretary

Stoo Gill

Design Manager

Phil Burton

Publicity Manager

Frankie Grillo

Social Secretary

Mandy Gasson

Treasurer

Claire Lewis
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Our next show is...

 Opens 17 June 2009
Compass Theatre

Box offi ce: 01895 673200

 w w w . p u r p l e t h e a t r e . o r g . u k

 To be one of the fi rst to receive details of our shows join 
our mailing list, fi ll out a form at the Front of House desk
or contact:
t: 07050 605081       e: purplepals@purpletheatre.org.uk

Auditions 22 February 2009
For more information

see our website 
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 Want to be a Purple person?
See us in the foyer or bar after the show, 
telephone: 07050 605081
or visit our website: 
www.purpletheatre.org.uk

p u r p l e  -  b e t t e r  t h a n  b l u e
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